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PRACTICE PAPER
SOCIAL SCIENCE
CLASS X
1.

Why was the reclamation of land necessary in Bombay?

2.

What do mean by the term ‘Resource’?

3.

What are prudential reasons for power sharing?

4.
5.

Define the term majoritarian.
Who were African Americans?

6.

What do mean by national income?

7.

Define disguised employment.

8.
9.

Mention two sectors of production on the basis of ownership.

10.

Describe the three features of entertainment and leisure facilities provided to the people of England
after 19th century.

11.
12.

Explain any three reasons for the expansion of Bombay's (Mumbai's) population in mid 18th
century.
"Access to books created a new culture of reading." Support the statement giving three examples".
Explain how Martin Luther spoke in praise of print

13.

Soil formation takes millions of years. Why?

14.

Water is a valuable resource and three fourth of the world is covered with water. Yet there is
scarcity of water in many countries. Why? What values do you learn from the given statement?
What are challenges faced by Indian farmers?

15.
16.
17.

Distinguish between the federal form of government and the unitary form of

government.

18.

Religion and never be separated from politics. Explain by giving any three different view of religion
and politics.
What forms does communalism take in politics?

19.

Why is sustainable development essential for economic growth? Give two reasons.

20.

Explain giving three points how did the print culture develop in India?

21.

Why did well off Londoners support the need for building houses for the poor in 19th century?
Explain in four points.

22.
23.

How far was underground railway able to solve transport problems as well as housing crisis in
London in 19th century.
What is resource planning? Why is the planning of resource essential? Explain any two reasons.

24.

Why do we need to conserve our forests and wildlife resources? Explain any three reasons.

25.

Mention any three provisions of the Act which was passed in Sri Lanka in 1950 to establish Sinhala
supremacy.
Explain overlapping and cross cutting social differences.

26.
27.
28.

Explain any three factors that determine the outcome of politics of social division.
Explain any three different bases of comparison of economic development of different nations /
states.

29.

Explain any three types of unemployment found in India

30.

Map Work
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